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Project Veritas on Wednesday released a video featuring a sit-down

interview with a Pfizer whistleblower who went on the record with internal

emails showing the pharma giant scrambling to hide information about

their Covid vaccine.
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In the last two weeks Project Veritas has released four under cover videos

exposing the truth about Covid vaccines.

Part One: HHS whistleblower goes public with secret recordings:

‘Govt doesn’t want to show the vaccine is full of sh*t’

Part Two: FDA on under cover video: ‘Blow dart African American’

and wants ‘Nazi Germany registry for unvaccinated’

Part Three: Johnson & Johnson: ‘Kids shouldn’t get the f*cking

vaccine’ because of ‘unknown repercussions’

Part Four: Pfizer scientists admitted natural immunity may be better

than the Covid vaccine

Vanessa Gelman, Pfizer’s Senior Director of Worldwide Research said

Pfizer is using human fetal cells in their Covid vaccine program and hiding

that information from the public.

“That is staggering for society because of religious exemptions,” James

O’Keefe said to Vanessa Gelman.

Vanessa Gelman, Pfizer Senior Director of Worldwide

Research “From the perspective of corporate affairs, we want to

avoid having the information on fetal cells floating out there…

The risk of communicating this right now outweighs any

potential benefit we could see, particularly with general

members of the public who may take this information and use it

in ways we may not want out there. We have not received any

questions from policy makers or media on this issue in the last

few weeks, so we want to avoid raising this if possible.”

Gelman: “We have been trying as much as possible to not

mention the fetal cell lines…One or more cell lines with an origin

that can be traced back to human fetal tissue has been used in

laboratory tests associated with the vaccine program.”
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Philip Dormitzer, Pfizer Chief Scientific Officer: “HEK293T cells,

used for the IVE assay, are ultimately derived from an aborted

fetus. On the other hand, the Vatican doctrinal committee has

confirmed that they consider it acceptable for Pro-Life believers

to be immunized. Pfizer’s official statement couches the answer

well and is what should be provided in response to an outside

inquiry.”

Strickler: “They’re being so deceptive in their emails, it’s almost

like it is in the final vaccine. It just made me not trust it.”

VIDEO:

PFIZER LEAKS: Whistleblower Goes On Record, Reveals Internal Emails

from Chief Scientific Officer & Senior Director of Worldwide Research

Discussing COVID Vaccine

‘We Want to Avoid Having the Information on the Fetal Cells Floating Out

There’#PfizerLeaks pic.twitter.com/Mw2enOejsF

— veritastips@protonmail.com (@EricSpracklen) October 7, 2021

Additional video from Project Veritas in case Twitter deletes:
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I'm able to have paid 88 US bucks/h for completing easy tasks

working o� of a home computer.~ge86~I've certainly not

imagined like it'd even achievable however my close pal has

made $26k just within a month easily working this top

assignment & she had convinced me to avail.~ge86~Discover

fresh updates on visiting this website.

>>> https://urlsi.Com/y4mHT
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Oct 7

I wish people would quit calling this jab a vaccine. It's a Wu-

�u �u shot.
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Thunder Duck Oct 11

Wuhan Clot shot.
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Lizintexas

Oct 7

I didn't read it all, it made me sick. Why would they want to

inject us with fetal cells? Ones they contaminated?
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Virginia Fenderhead

Lizintexas Oct 7

The truth will set you free... but before it does that, it will

also either make you throw up in your mouth, enrage you,

or both.
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Lizintexas

Virginia Fenderhead Oct 7

Thanks for the warning..
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John

Oct 7

I hope James O'Keefe is real, but be careful putting your

complete trust in a stranger. The evil ones are very clever.
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Dukie

Oct 7

This is such a non-issue. These are fetal cell lines... that is,

cells that have been derived from other cells. The original

cells date back, literally, many decades. The polio vaccine

used fetal cell lines from a failed pregnancy in the 1930s. Just

because they're fetal cell lines, doesn't mean the original

fetus was aborted. There are two line from the 1960s, prior to

abortion being legal, in common use. It's not like scientists are

buying jars of aborted fetuses to make vaccines.
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Not a dumb blonde

Oct 7

I'm sure scientists all over the world have dissected these

vaccines, and if there was fetal anything in them, we'd know

about it; this is a trillion-dollar business for these drug

companies, they're pushing their way above the pack, with

some within taking bribes.
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"particularly with general members of the public who may

take this information and use it in ways we may not want out

there"

- in other words it would be very bad for sales because it

would create more resistance to the forced vaccinations.
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Paul Shores

Oct 7

Here is some of the big pharma SPIN talking points

going around, they are in full defense mode folks Smell the

desperation?

Fetal cell lines are cells that grow in a laboratory They
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Fetal cell lines are cells that grow in a laboratory. They

descend from cells taken from abortions in the 1970s and
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